
KEY SYMBOLS
CHARACTERISTICS

NEW
PRODUCT New style

NEW
COLOUR New colour(s)

NEW
SIZE New size(s)

TOP
SELLER Topseller

Waterproof

Showerproof

Windproof

Breathable

Reversible

With hood

The number in the washing mashine tells you up to which 
degree the textile is washable.

3M ™ Scotchlite ™ Reflective materials work on the 
principle of retroreflection: The incident light is reflected 
back to the light source. Thus, visibility is ensured even 
at night.

Teflon® coating makes fabric water-resistant and 
dirtrepellent without affecting the fabric’s weight, look or 
breathability. This fabric is not usable for imprinting.

A worldwide protected brand for quality yarns that have 
been spun on an Autocoro, equipped with Belcoro® 
spinning components and for the textiles made from 
these yarns.

The insulation is made of advanced synthetic fibres, 
which trap air to keep you warm. It is soft and light, yet 
incredibly warm, quick drying and easy to care for.

The fabric has an anti-pill finish for lasting style, it is 
quick drying and easy to care for, super soft feel for 
extra comfort.

Hydrophilic breathable system allows inner moisture 
vapour to escape. 

A collection of products available in coordinating style 
for men and women.

MATERIAL INFO

Worldwide Responsible Accredited Production. WRAP is 
an independent, non-profit organization dedicated to the 
certification of lawful, humane and ethical manufacturing 
throughout the world.

The Oeko-Tex® Standard 100. A globally uniform 
testing and certification system for textile raw materials, 
intermediate and end products at all stages of production.

The GOTS® (Global Organic Textile Standard) is a 
guarantee of the organic status of textiles; from the 
harvesting of raw cotton to dispatch of the finished 
garments whilst ensuring all is done

The FAIRTRADE Mark is a registered certification label 
for products sourced from producers in developing 
countries.

Fair Wear Foundation (FWF) is an international 
verification initiative dedicated to enhancing workers’ 
lives all over the world.

European Standard for Hi-Visibility clothing. Class 1 is 
the lowest visibility. Class 2 is the intermediate level. 
Class 3 is the highest level of visibility.

BSCI - Business Social Compliance Initiative
This initiative aims at continuously improving the social
performance of suppliers, ultimately enhancing working
conditions in factories worldwide.

The SA8000® standard is code of social compliance,
based on the principles of the Int. Labour Organisation, 
UN and national laws to protect the rights of workers.

Sedex

OCS

CERTIFICATES

3M™ Scotchlite™ Reflexmaterialien funktionieren nach 
dem Prinzip der Retroreflexion: Das auftreffende Licht 
wird zur Lichtquelle zurückgestrahlt. Auf diese Weise wird 
Sichtbarkeit auch bei Nacht gewährleistet.

Cooltex® is a Dry-Wicking fabric that improves the 
circulation of air and allows moisture to escape keeping 
you cool and dry when you’re at your most active.

GAMEGEAR

Hydrafort 5000 is waterproof and windproof. It provides 
reliable protection from the elements in the outdoors.

REGATTA

The Made in Africa logo is exclusive to styles that are 
made entirely in a partner factory from Mantis in Tanzania, 
East Africa – from cotton to finished garment.

MANTIS

Organic textile

REGATTA

REGATTA

REGATTA

B&C

???


